ROSE/BUD/Thorns
What are we feeling as a OUUSD board as the most pressing need/s.

- What is the boards purpose?
- How are this boards as a “regional board” goals?
- Communications as priority.
- Community Outreach
- Equity
- Roles and responsibility
- Board members being seen.

First year as foundational?

- Boards were connected into their schools. Making sure to find that. And this communities and communication.
- Clarity around how we make decisions and do work. Largest frustrations related to that process and from previous boards...Structured work plan i.e. budget planning and sticking to it.
- Strategic Planning
- Articles of agreement for larger board.
- Committee work on a local level? Community engagement?
- Commutation that is consistent, clear, and transparent?
- Try to move to a proactive, data driven, no surprises model.
- Perhaps in principals’ reports ad a section of needs, successes, and board suggestions.
- Upcoming events calendar.
- Emily create a workplan to start things off.

BUDGET

- Budgets and program needs
  Philosophy of team teaching and grades.

SPACE NEEDS – as larger for strategic plan

- Optimizing Space needs
  -Bradford and collaboration? Preschool with Library got pushed to less than ideal space.
  -Taking the sixth grade up to Oxbow...
  -Elementary Schools K-8?
  -PreK program and space needs
  -Parking Challenges

  -When teachers from each school have a chance to collaborate...will light a fire.
  -Overlay of Educational Quality Standards with High School work.

Vision and Goals

Look at the OESU Mission and strategic plan links and practices...perhaps work with 4H Mission like statement.